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Abstract. The smartphone applications ecosystem lacks significant con-
trols and accountability mechanisms to protect users’ privacy from snoop-
ing applications, especially when context may significantly impact the
decision to share sensitive information. In this paper, we discuss some
of the existing privacy concerns of mobile applications. In particular we
highlight how semantic web and linked data technologies have the po-
tential to help improve privacy controls through rules, queries, and rea-
soning. These technologies have the potential to obtain and maintain the
integrity of private data, but there are privacy challenges that may result
from widespread deployment of mobile semantic technologies.
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1 Introduction

Mobile devices are a ubiquitous part of modern life, with over 2 billion estimated
cellular connections in the world today [6]. The market for mobile applications,
or ‘apps’, is significant. The increase in the number of apps has been accompa-
nied by an increase in the amount of tracking and other forms of data collection
on users, primarily for the purpose of generating advertising revenue to sup-
port application developers. A recent report by the United States Federal Trade
Commission [4] shows that users are not always aware of the amount nor the
extent to which companies track their behavior. We propose that Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) based technologies, such as rule engines, ontologies,
and reasoners, can be used to assist mobile users in preserving their privacy by
constructing a more robust platform for maintaining provenance about privacy-
oriented data. Such tools will help users understand where their information is
stored, how it is used, and create meaningful and informed decisions of how their
information are shared. The paper is structured as follows:

– People’s reactions and attitudes towards current app access: We
highlighted related research that explores people’s reaction when made aware
of the kind of access apps have to their personal data. We highlighted possible
reasons for developers wanting to access to these data (section 2).

– Smartphone privacy scenarios: We compared two hypothetical scenarios
of apps accessing one’s personal data. We described an implementation using
semantic technologies that could grant or deny access to personal data based
on context (section 3).



– Possible solutions using semantic web technologies: We presented
possible implementations using semantic web technologies which are aimed
at helping users’ preserve their privacy (section 4).

2 Related Research

Personal information is collected at a large scale from smartphone devices. Dif-
ferent operating systems have their own ways and mechanisms of presenting the
access requested by different apps and of gaining consent from users.

Android and Windows devices present users a set of permissions requested by
each app prior to installation. On these devices, users must accept all permissions
before the app can be installed. Often users are not aware of the type of access,
and even if they are able to understand they often do not know the reasons,
motivations and purposes for accessing this information.

Apple devices use a different method for informing and gathering consent.
An app that requires access to users’ personal information alerts the user to
obtain permission the first time it is required. Users can decide whether to grant
permission or not. While it is not always the case, denying access can result in
the app failing to work properly or stopping working all together.

In all cases, apps can request access to personal data for monetization rather
than core functionality. Mobile advertising is one of the most common and lu-
crative ways for app developers to monetize their apps [13]. Research on An-
droid apps found that almost half of the apps (49% (473) of 964 apps) in the
Google Play store requested multiple permissions only needed for advertising
libraries [14]. Often users have no way of understanding differences in permis-
sions, especially if personal information is legitimately needed by the app. For
example, weather apps need the user’s location to gather and display location-
based weather. However they can also send that information to advertisers to
serve targeted ads. Users are often unaware of this access, particularly because
only a small percentage of apps (fewer than 10%) have privacy policies specified
on their description page [10]. Even when present, users often ignore privacy
policies because they are often too vague or incomprehensible due to technical
and legal jargon [11]. While Apple’s permission model allows users to have more
fine-grained control over what data are accessed, users often grant access to all
the information the app requires because they are unaware that the app uses
their personal information for purposes other than the app’s functionality.

People are often unaware that apps may collect their personal data [3] as
permission mechanisms are often difficult to understand [11] and part of this
collection can happen silently in the background [18]. When users are made
aware of this collection, they feel much less willing to share data which they
perceive be extremely sensitive [15]. Some express shock and a desire to remove
the app [1,12] or experience a sense of “creepiness” that results in a loss of trust
[16]. The perceived sensitivity of data is subjective and can also vary within the
individual’s context [15]. For example, a user might be willing to share when he or
she is at a certain location or while engaging in a certain activity (e.g., relaxing),



but not when performing another (e.g., working). Users are also less willing to
disclose personal data when more specific usage details are provided [15], which
suggests that user awareness of how data are used is critical to preserving privacy.
It is impossible to consent to data collection for every foreseeable purpose, given
the incomplete, missing or difficult to understand information users receive when
making the decision about whether to install an app [11,15].

3 Apps and Personal data: Access, sharing and consent

This section outlines a hypothetical, yet realistic scenario that depicts what
happens when we carry and/or use smartphone devices. We then propose a
possible improvement to the scenario using semantic technologies to grant or
deny access to personal data using contextual information.

3.1 How currently is people’s data shared and access?

Alice needs to drive to work, but before she starts driving, she checks routeInfo,
an app for real-time traffic updates (many such apps are present in app markets).
To provide this information, routeInfo requests access to GPS. Alice is not aware,
however, that other apps on her phone (e.g., a game she installed for her child) are
also passively listening to these GPS updates to identify nearby businesses. These
apps (like the majority of apps) use targeted advertising to generate revenue.

Alice arrives at work; her smartphone recognizes her work WiFi “Work-
WiFi”. Alice’s company provides all employees with an app openSesame to nav-
igate the building which grants access to rooms and personal offices.

Alice has another app, remindME, installed on her phone to help her with
her errands, such as groceries and dry-cleaning. The app alerts Alice as she
leaves work of her errands. She proceeds with all her to-dos while other apps are
silently listening (e.g., apps gathering GPS updates for advertisement, openS-
esame knowing she is not longer at work). She runs her errands and drives back
home. Her smartphone recognizes her home wifi “Home-WiFi”.

Developers who have collected Alice’s location can estimate that Alice lives
at this address (Alice is there from evening to morning, everyday). Using public
(possibly linked) data repositories, this information can be used to determine
the average household income, home value, debt, number and length of car own-
ership, demographics, likely political affiliation, etc. All this information can be
used by the developers for revenue (e.g. selling this information to data brokers),
advertisement, etc. Alice never wanted or intended to supply such specific in-
formation, however. The lack of control over passive applications and types of
information accessed has caused her device to leak significant private information
about her without her express permission or intention.

3.2 How can semantic technologies improve smartphone privacy?

Alice needs to drive to work, but before she starts driving, she checks routeInfo,
an app for real-traffic updates. To provide this information, routeInfo requests



GPS information and her context is set {driving}. Alice only wants the fore-
ground app to have access to GPS updates while driving. Since she has launched
the app it receives GPS but other apps do not.

Alice arrives at work; her smartphone recognizes her work WiFi “Work-
WiFi” and sets her context to at.{Work}. Her company provides employ-
ees with an app, openSesame, that grants access to rooms and personal of-
fices. Only openSesame is allowed to access information in the Work context.
She attends a meeting, her smartphone updates her context to at.{Work} ∩
located in.{Building A#Room 304B}, openSesame knows she is in the room.

Alice has another app, remindME, installed on her phone that helps her with
her errands, such as groceries and dry-cleaning. The apps alerts Alice of her
errands after she leaves work. As she proceeds with all her to-dos, her smartphone
updates her context to intent.{running errands}. openSesame can not collect
the location in this context, nor can other apps unless Alice has allowed it.

She runs her errands and drives home. Her smartphone recognizes her home
wifi “Home-WiFi” and her smartphone updates her context to at.{Home}; all
apps are prevented from collecting location.

Developers have collected Alice’s location, but only for specific contexts.
While Alice’s personal information can still be deduced, the information is more
sparse than before. Alice is also aware of the possibility for developers to access
her location when using an app. While her device may leak personal information,
it is dependent on the context information set by Alice.

4 Employing semantic technologies for privacy

Given limitations of current app permission models, we propose that semantic
technologies will improve the experience for users by enabling systems to:

1. Capture provenance of sensitive data to explain possible privacy violations.
2. Model user’s intent to share data (e.g., via description logic class expressions

or rules).

Since many semantic technologies assume an open world, privacy preservation
benefits from the fact that information can be unknown. We briefly explore some
ways in which semantic technologies have been used to model privacy and how
they might be adapted for mobile deployments.

4.1 Privacy information modeling

The Accountability in RDF (AIR) language was developed as a means of gen-
erating and tracking explanations on the Semantic Web [7]. Similar rule efforts
include Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [8] and Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) [5]. PROV-O [9] provides an ontology for modeling provenance infor-
mation in a linked way. Using a PROV middleware, one could track how private
information are manipulated by different applications and shared with third
parties. Users could also specify a custom privacy policy using intensional (i.e.,
described) contexts and/or rules to describe additional limits on applications.



4.2 Controlling access to private information

Tao et al. demonstrate query answering with privacy preservation in the EL de-
scription logic [17]. They show that a set of secrets can be protected by invert-
ing the application of EL expansion rules to compute an “envelope of secrets.”
Queries are answered using secrets so long as the system will not reveal sufficient
information in the envelope that could infer secrets. Further, the computational
complexity of both EL and the envelope creation is polynomial, which makes
mobile deployments feasible. It is an open question whether secrets expressible
in a more expressive logic (e.g., ALC) will face tractability issues.

The WebID4 and WebACL5 community groups at the W3C are iterating on
frameworks for identification, authentication, and authorization built on RDF-
based representations. While these technologies are primarily aimed at web-
based deployments, one can see how their approach to access control using con-
straints structured in RDF could be repurposed for a mobile environment.

Chen et al. explore use of semantic technologies in a Context Brokering Ar-
chitecture for mobile environments [2]. They use the architecture to prototype
an intelligent meeting room that provides services by inferring when users enter
the room from sensor data streams. While context can be used to customize an
environment to the user’s needs, we note that devices might be unintentionally
informing untrusted external systems about user context as well.

5 Conclusion

The contextual features provided by mobile devices are a double-edged sword
for end users. They provide significant information to third-party applications
to tailor behavior to one’s situation, but can also provide others, e.g. advertisers,
a significant look at one’s behavior. Worse, the permissions models on mobile
phones lack transparency and fine control over how context is used and dissemi-
nated. We have presented a scenario where semantic technologies could be used
to capture provenance of private data and enforce user privacy policies.

Other techniques may be necessary to supplement linked data approaches
to modeling dynamic user context. Markov models, for example, may provide
a more compact, statistical representation of past context in a space and time
complexity amenable to mobile devices compared with tableaux reasoning about
context provenance modeled in PROV-O. Due to the error present in the various
sensors used to infer a user’s context, probabilistic models and logics will also
be relevant to enabling privacy-preserving technologies for mobile devices.

There are a number of open research questions for the community. Do we need
to develop novel representation languages for context and privacy, especially in
the face of probabilistic contextual features, or is RDF sufficient? What is the
maximal feature space for context and privacy in description logics and is their
evaluation on mobile devices sufficient? How can reasoning about context be
made efficient on mobile devices to reduce energy drain?

4 http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebID
5 http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl

http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebID
http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl
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